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Introduction
Topics which we will cover today:
▪ Corporate Governance - The first 50 FTSE 350 Directors’ Remuneration Reports and executive
remuneration
– Pension plans
– Share ownership requirements
– Salary increases
– Incentives
– CEO pay ratio
▪ Covid-19 early impact on pay
– FTSE companies
– Regulatory
– Preparing for the year end
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Pension plans
▪ Pension plans for executive directors were the hot
remuneration topic going into this AGM season.
▪ The Investment Association (IA) continues to take a tough
stance on this issue and have already sent an early warning to
companies with executive director pension levels at or above
25% of salary that are not disclosing a credible plan for
alignment to the workforce by 2022. In this situation the IA has
used its RED Top recommendation.

First 50 FTSE
350 DRR 2019
statistics

▪ Of the first 50 DRRs, the pension
contribution level for newly
appointed executive directors has
been aligned to that of the
workforce in all but four companies.
▪ For 93% of these companies,
pension contribution levels are
being reduced.

- Full alignment of incumbent
pension levels to the level of
the workforce by the end of
the policy will be achieved by
83% of these companies.
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Share Ownership Requirements
One of the requirements of the revised Corporate Governance Code was for a formal post-employment share
ownership requirement policy for executive directors.
▪ Forty-two companies, 84% of this early group, disclosed a policy; four companies made no disclosure and
only four companies have not implemented a formal policy at all.
▪ Of those companies that disclosed a formal policy, around half (52%) of companies are Investment
Association (IA) compliant (with in-employment shareholding, for a period of two years post-employment).
▪ The other half of companies, whilst complying with the Code, have not implemented a policy that goes as
far as the IA guidelines suggest. Instead, these companies have implemented a plan that:
─ reduces the share ownership requirement in the second year (21%),
─ requires a lower shareholding for the entire two-year period (5%), or
─ enforces the existing deferral and post-vesting holding periods already in operation for the variable
pay awards (10%).

100% SOR for 2 years (IA compliant)

5%
50% SOR for 2 years

10%

100% for year 1, 50% for year 2
Alternative - Enforcement of existing
holding periods/ award deferral
mechanisms
Other

21%

52%

12%

Source: Analysis of the first 50 Directors' Remuneration Reports (DRRs) published in the 2020 Annual
General Meeting (AGM) season
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Salary Increases
▪ For those companies that disclosed an increase in salary for
their executive directors in their published DRR, the median
salary increase was 2.1%.

First 50 FTSE
350 DRR 2019
statistics

▪ Salary increases were in line with, or below, increases awarded
to the wider workforce in all but two companies.
▪ The IA and Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) noted those
companies with higher increases than the broader workforce in
their voting recommendation (Amber Top from the IA and
Contentious FOR from ISS).
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▪ For 2020, over 20% of CEOs and
nearly 35% of CFOs will have their
pay frozen.
▪ Clearly, since the publication of their
DRRs, several companies have
since made further commitments on
salary in response to the COVID-19
crisis, including proposed salary
increases not being implemented or
salary being temporarily reduced
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Incentive Opportunities
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Annual bonus opportunity

Long-Term Incentive Plans

▪ Annual bonus opportunity remains static,
with only a single company increasing the
maximum annual bonus opportunity in the
policy. A small number of companies also
disclosed an intention to increase the
annual bonus opportunity, but within the
limits of the existing policy maximum.
▪ Median annual bonus outturns in respect
of the 2019 financial year were 58% of the
maximum opportunity, similar to last year,
but below the longer-term average.
▪ Target bonuses for all but a single
company in the first 50 are set to deliver
no more than 50% of maximum for ontarget performance, suggesting that these
companies are broadly achieving target or
are slightly above on performance.
▪ There were several examples of
remuneration committees applying
downward discretion to the bonus outturns.

▪ The median percentage of LTIP awards
vesting is 69% of the maximum among
FTSE 100 companies, which falls to 37%
in the FTSE 250.
▪ The median vesting for threshold
performance in this group is 25% of
maximum.
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CEO Pay Ratio Disclosure
▪ Companies within scope of the CEO pay ratio regime are required to report their ratios for the first time this
year. 69% of companies used the methodology favoured by the IA: Option A.
▪ With relatively small samples of companies in the FTSE 100 and 250 in the first 50 disclosures, it is too early
to draw conclusions on absolute levels of the CEO pay ratio.
FTSE 100

300

FTSE 250

SmallCap

250
200
150
100

FTSE 100 Median:
81:1

50

FTSE 250 Median:
47:1

Hiscox Ltd.
Man Group
London Stock Exchange Group
Standard Life Aberdeen
Moneysupermarket.com Group
Capita
Beazley
Centrica
Hunting
Senior
Coats Group
Standard Chartered
Croda International
InterContinental Hotels Group
Provident Financial
Phoenix Group Holdings
Rio Tinto
Unilever
Segro
Glencore
International Consolidated Airlines Group
Taylor Wimpey
Smith & Nephew
Grafton Group
Royal Dutch Shell
Flutter Entertainment
William Hill
HSBC Holdings
Travis Perkins
Bunzl
Legal & General Group
Royal Bank of Scotland (The)
Convatec Group
GlaxoSmithKline
Lloyds Banking Group
Anglo American
Barclays
IWG
RELX Group
AstraZeneca
Serco Group
CRH

0

Source: Analysis of the first 50 Directors' Remuneration Reports
(DRRs) published in the 2020 Annual General Meeting (AGM) season
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Early responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic - FTSE 350 Executive pay
▪ Early insights of the impact on executive pay from the first 100 companies in the FTSE 350 that disclosed a
response to COVID-19 suggest that the most prevalent response has been the cancellation or suspension of
dividend payments, with 16% cancelling dividends, 32% suspending dividends and 20% reviewing their
approach. Only a small minority, 3%, have explicitly stated that dividends will not be affected.
▪ Where companies have taken action on dividends, this has frequently been accompanied by action on
executive pay.
Early Responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Pay cut for executives

64%

Reducing pay for NEDs

51%

Reducing pay for senior management

34%

Reducing pay for staff

31%

Decision on executive compensation not disclosed

22%

Pay freeze (not implementing pay increases)

15%

Cancelling bonus for current year

12%

Deferring decision on bonus for current year

6%

Deferring payment of bonus (for year just finished)

5%

Deferring decision on whether to make an LTIP award in 2020

3%

Cancelling bonus payment (for year just finished)

3%

Not making an LTIP award in 2020

3%

Reducing pension

2%

Decision on executive compensation under review

2%

Reducing maximum LTIP award in 2020

1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: Analysis of regulatory announcements of FTSE 350 companies at May 2020
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60%

70%

Early responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic - Regulators
▪ The first pronouncements from regulators came at the end of March 2020

▪ This was followed by the European Central Bank last month
▪ We can expect further guidance and direction before the year end

EBA

PRA

FCA

ECB

Common themes
–

Maintain capital levels; treat customers fairly; maintain lending and other services to households, small businesses and
corporates in current times

–

PRA letter to the major UK banks but regulatory responses generally recognise that "one size does not fit all“ and, in
particular, executive and MRT populations may be impacted differently to the broader workforce

–

In maintaining capital levels and operational resilience, in addition to action on dividends, action (and likely reduction) in
variable remuneration also expected

–

There may need to be a reduction in current year variable pay, additional and longer deferral, additional use of instruments
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Preparing for the year end

Review forecast
KPIs and
progress on
performance
measures

Keep abreast of
market
developments

Stay connected
with Finance,
Treasury and
Risk
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Consider updates
to remuneration
structure

Use HR analytics
for scenario
modelling

Review incentive
design

Parent and
subsidiary
company
Remuneration
Committee
governance

Communicate avoid surprises at
year end
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Any questions now or in the future?

Joel Davies
Partner
Mobile: +44 7850 712906
Email: joel.davies@mclagan.com
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Claire Morland
Associate Partner
Mobile: +44 7775 013141
Email: claire.morland@aon.com
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How Aon can help with Executive Compensation
COVID-19 and action on remuneration

Incentive design

We monitor the ongoing situation and produce
regular client briefings. We work with clients on
emerging practice, reviewing the approach to
remuneration to reflect changing circumstances.

We advise on the design of annual and long-term
incentives underpinned by remuneration principles
to support delivery of strategy, corporate
restructuring, hiring, high potentials pipeline.

Performance

Corporate Governance

We advise on linking pay to company
performance. Aon will provide support on all
aspects of pay - setting performance measures,
modelling, peer group selection, performance
monitoring.

Advice on corporate governance, our knowledge of
shareholder views, market and best practice to
guide management and the Remuneration
Committee in decision making.

Remuneration regulation

Communication

Support for firms navigating regulations - CRDIV,
CRDV, IFD, Solvency II, UCITS, AIFMD, MiFID
and beyond the EU. Advice on requirements,
practice, governance, policy and process.

Aon can assist in communication to shareholders,
and employees. We can provide support through
the entire process, from drafting communication to
providing on-going updates.

Market practice & benchmarking capabilities

Equity services

We are leaders in providing financial services
remuneration data and have decades of
knowledge in the sector. We can provide
benchmarking of pay and remuneration practices.

TSR measurement/reporting and LTIP valuations
for accounting purposes. Aon remains at the
forefront of developing valuation techniques.
.
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Aon Hewitt Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered in England & Wales No. 4396810
Registered office:
The Aon Centre | The Leadenhall Building | 122 Leadenhall Street | London | EC3V 4AN
To protect the confidential and proprietary information included in this material, it may not be disclosed or provided to
any third parties without the prior written consent of Aon Hewitt Limited.
Aon Hewitt Limited does not accept or assume any responsibility for any consequences arising from any person, other
than the intended recipient, using or relying on this material.
Copyright © 2020 Aon Hewitt Limited. All rights reserved.
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